
Bringing data to life  



Document development is our business

Document development for drug makers is time-consuming and 

resource intensive.

Acumen focuses on building solutions to the myriad challenges 

associated with writing regulatory documents, including those 

critical submissions, such as INDs and NDAs/BLAs. 



The brains behind the software

Acumen is a team of industry-experienced medical writers and 

clinical developers who provide top-tier support to drug 

makers.

We have harnessed our collective industry experience to 

develop the Smart Document Solution. 



What is the Smart Document Solution?

It’s a suite of software modules that integrate with Microsoft 

Word. 

The modules include:

eCTD Templates (integrates with Stylus)

Stylus (document formatter)

Electronic Style Guide

Quality Control Module



What Does the Smart Document Solution Achieve?

Assists drug developers in writing and submitting compliant 

professional-level documents

Increases the speed and efficiency of writing and publishing 

teams

Automates time- and labor-intensive editing tasks 



Electronic Style Guide



Regulatory submissions contain thousands of pages and 

hundreds of terms and standards to keep aligned. 

To address this, companies create style guides. Paper 

documents between 30 and 100 pages that define a program’s 

nomenclature, right down to the last hyphen.

The Challenge  



It takes a team of dedicated editors endless hours to check all 

those documents against your paper style guide (assuming you 

have one) and against gold-standard dictionaries and manuals.

There limits to what a human can find.

Couldn’t technology do this task much faster?  

The Problem  



The Solution – Acumen’s E-Style Guide 

A cloud-based electronic reader that scans documents in 

seconds to highlight potential errors and inconsistencies. 

Key features:

✓ Scans documents in seconds

✓ Fully configurable, allowing clients to add/modify terms whenever they want

✓ Built on a backbone of standard scientific and medical nomenclature 

✓ Conforms to scientific editorial gold standards, such as AMA Manual of Style

✓ Significantly reduces time and cost 

✓ Automates key aspects of style guide review 

✓ Helps teams produce consistent and professional documents fast



The Solution – Acumen’s E-Style Guide 

Some of the items it searches for: 

✓ Defined program nomenclature 

✓ Standard scientific nomenclature

✓ Standard medical and clinical nomenclature

✓ Punctuation, including spacing and capitalized terms

✓ Italics, such as genes and species

✓ Consistent hyphenation

✓ Generic and commercial drug names

✓ Acronyms

✓ Units of measure

✓ Numerical presentation

✓ MedDRA terms (American to British English)



A web interface allows you to update specific 

nomenclature



Easily integrates with Microsoft Word



Scans by category to focus in on specific areas

The writer or editor can target specific areas of interest to 

streamline the review.



Scans documents with the push of a button

From the E-Style Guide ribbon a writer or editor can initiate a 

document scan.



View findings 

The E-Style Guide scans the document and identifies items 

that may need replacement.



Apply or ignore findings 

The user manages these replacements through a side 

panel, accepting or ignoring as appropriate.



Generate a list of acronyms from the document in 

seconds 

Generate a table of acronyms with a click of a button



Enhanced spelling of medical and scientific words - as 

you type or via scan

Leverages Acumen’s 25,000+ term medical and scientific dictionary



Acumen’s E-Style Guide Saves Valuable Time and Money 

Use of the ESG can lead to 

significant reductions in editing 

time. 

Multiplied across hundreds of 

documents, this added efficiency 

allows your team to:

✓ Focus on science and strategy

✓ Decrease overall spend

✓ Complete quality submissions faster

✓ Achieve document consistency and 

quality that matches your science



Acumen’s E-Style Guide Drives Document Quality 

The depth of the ESG’s database and search 

speed results in significantly more 

meaningful findings than a human editor 

working unaided. 

The remaining editing hours can be 

refocused on document readability and flow, 

and refining key elements for the end users, 

such as FDA or clinical sites.



✓ Industry’s first scientific/medically oriented electronic editing system 

✓ Integrates with Microsoft Word 

✓ Users can add program-specific terms through an intuitive web interface

✓ Side panel allows rejection or acceptance of suggestions with the click of a 

button

✓ Comes with Acumen’s gold-standard backbone based on AMA Manual of 

Style

✓ Acronym scan and generation of table of all acronyms

✓ As-you-type and scan-based spell check

✓ A COM-based MS Word add-in written in C#

The E-Style Guide Key Takeaways



Pricing

Monthly or yearly subscriptions are available.

Pricing designed to match your company’s size and budget.

Discounts are available when bundled with other Smart 

Document Solutions Modules.

To purchase, contact us via our  

website

or email us at 

solutions@acumenmedcom.com

https://www.acumenmedcom.com/contact-us
mailto:solutions@acumenmedcom.com

